Abstract-Automatic learning plays an important role in image analysis and pattern recognition. A taxonomy of automatic learning strategies is presented, this categorization is based on the amount of inferences the learning element must perform Ito bridge the gap between environmental and system knowledge representation level. Four main categories are identified and described: rote learning, learning by deduction, learning by induction, and learning by analogy. An application of learning by induction to medical image analysis is then exposed. It consists in the classification of ~two-dimensional gel electrophoretograms into meaningful distinct classes, as well in their conceptual description.
INTRO~DUCI'ION

Why presenting a review about learning, more precisely, about automatic learning strategies in a medically oriented journal?
In pattern recognition, afi:er having extracted an object, for instance from a medical image, we must be able to classify it into one of many predetermined categories. The classification is usually performed using discriminant function(s) or decision trees ( 1, 2, 3, 4) . Automatic learning strategies may be used to construct such discriminant function(s) by examining a large collection of objects and learning what classes may be developed for their categorization; this process is sometimes called the inverse pattern recognition problem. In art$cial intelligence these discriminant functions are used to formulate expert system 3 rules that could help to establish a diagnosis.
It is worth saying that classification is not leaming: learning uses classification results from a set of given objects in order to construct (new) rules. These rules will be used later to interpret (classify, for instance) a new object.
Most of the literature about automatic learning begins with philosophical arguments about the "genuine" meaning of what is called learning, in a cognitive (psychological) sense as well as in a "computer" sense ( 1, 5, 6, 7) . We have not sufficient room here to Correspond to Christian Roth; electronic mail address: (UUCP) mcvax!cernvax!cui!roch, (BITNET) roch@cgeuge5 1, (EAN) roch@cui.unige.ch.
elaborate on this; we will therefore just give a definition from Herbert Simon in (1):
Learning denotes changes in the system that are adaptive in the sense that they enable the system to do the same task or tasks drawn from the same population more efficiently the next time.
This article is concerned with establishing a taxonomy of automatic learning strategies belonging to "artificial intelligence" methods (by opposition to statistical ones). By artificial intelligence methods one must understand not only methods which are incorporated in an expert system, but also, and mostly, methods which deal with high-level concepts and try to reason in a human-like fashion (8, 9, 10) .
At all times men tried to create machines mimicking human behavior, giving them capabilities of learning. If we examine the computer era since 1945, we can distinguish three different stages in the evolution of automatic learning. The first centered on building general purpose learning systems that start with little or no initial knowledge. These systems were generally referred to as neural nets or self-organizing systems. Theoretical as well as hardware limitations were discovered that dampened the optimism of these early Al researchers ( 11, 12, 13) .
The second stage begins with the consideration that a system cannot learn any high-level concepts when starting without any knowledge at all ( 14). Some researchers incorporated large amounts of domain knowledge into learning systems so that they could discover high-level concepts (Meta-Dendral The last stage finally started when people building expert system looked for new ways of acquiring knowledge for and by their system. While the first two stages focused on rote learning and learning from examples only, a large spectrum of learning methods were then investigated (learning from instruction, learning by analogy, learning by observation, etc.).
In section 2 automatic learning strategies are presented whose taxonomy is based on the amount of inferences the learning element performs. Section 3 exposes the learning algorithm we implemented in the MELANIE system. Some concluding remarks are finally issued.
All along the article, bibliographical references are mentioned as a guide to further readings. In (1) and (6) can be found very good bibliographies about automatic learning until 1983 (1) and until 1986 (6). These bibliographies have categorical and individual entries. Categories are learning strategies, domain of application, research methodologies, etc. Individual entries are indexed by a pointer into which category or categories they belong to.
LEARNING STRATEGIES
A learning element receives information mostly from the environment (knowledge from an external source), and sometimes from the system itself since new information gained during attempts to perform a task may be fed back to the learning element. A leaming system must indeed have some way of reusing its own conclusions (5) . To do so, the system must evaluate these conclusions in order to decide whether it can use them to refine rules and/or learn new ones. This is analogous to the concept of meta-rules, that is rules that control other rules. The most important task of the learning element is therefore to transform information provided by the environment into some representation, and add this new information into the knowledge base.
This translation is a two-faceted problem: syntactic and semantic. Syntactic because environmental information is provided in a "analogical" way (e.g., a medical image) while system information is stored "digitally" using description mechanisms such as production rules, semantic nets, etc. (8,9, 10, 17, 18, 19, 20) . Semantic as well because information level can be very high (abstract information) or very low (detailed information): the learning element must therefore, respectively specialize or generalize the information in order to allow easy interpretation of this information. This article deals only with the semantic translation problem.
The taxonomy of learning strategies exposed farther on is based on the following criterion: how much inferences (hypotheses) does the learning element perform to bridge the gap between environmental and system knowledge level? For instance, a medical image is stored digitally pixel by pixel (a pixel is a picture element); a more abstract representation could be the pixel group; more and more abstract representations may use attributes such as the size of the image, the number of rows and columns, the number of spots, etc.
This criterion is the most frequently used in the literature (1, 5, 6) : other classification criteria may depend on the type and formalism of knowledge acquired (decision trees, production rules, etc.) or on the domain of application.
I Rote learning
In this strategy the information supplied by the environment (or the teacher) is directly usable by the learning element without any inference: rote learning is memorization (21). Other denominations for rote learning are learning by being programmed and learning by memorization.
This strategy is therefore more important than can be believed at first sight, since learning systems must have a rote-learning process to store, maintain, and retrieve new information stemming from either external or internal sources.
In fact the learner does nothing but store information: all the work is done by the teacher who forms, organizes, and sorts knowledge in such a way the learner can understand it without transformations.
Learning by deduction
In the learning by deduction strategy the information given by the teacher is too abstract, too general to be understood by the system. The learning element must therefore transform those abstract data into more specific ones by forming hypotheses to fill in missing details. This is the reason why we speak of deductive learning, since deduction is the process of inferring specific facts from general data. From the background knowledge that "all persons born in USA are American" and from the sentence "Ronald is born in USA," we can deduce that "Ronald is an American."
In (6) the authors have subdivided the learning by deduction strategy into two subcategories: learning by being told and learning by reformulation.
Learning by being told
This strategy was, until 1986, the only type of learning by deduction (1, 5) . Learning by taking ad-vice, learning from instruction, and operationalization are other notations used in the literature.
The role of the teacher is somehow less important than in rote learning, since the teacher does not need to transform the information into an intemallyusable representation. Nevertheless, in order for the learning element to quickly acquire new knowledge, the teacher must present and organize his advice in the same way a school-teacher would do it. In that sense, "learning from instruction parallels most formal education methods" ( 1, p. 8).
Hayes-Roth, Klahr and Mostow (5) have defined steps an expert system hats to perform when he receives advice from a teacher: request (advice from expert) interpret (transformation into internal representation) operationalize (convert into usable form) integrate (into knowledge base) evaluate (resulting actions of the performance element).
We cannot speak abaaut learning by being told .
. ~~ without mentioning Mostow's program FOO (First Operational Operationalizer) (5, 1, chap. 12) . FOO needs human assistance to perform both the interpretation step and the operationalization step. FOO provides, nevertheless, an in-depth analysis of the techniques required to perform operationalization. A well-known application used by FOO is the card game of Hearts. The game is played as a sequence of tricks. In each trick, one player, who is said to have the lead, starts the trick by playing a card and each of the other players continues the trick by playing a card during his (or her) turn. If he can, each player must follow suit, that is, play a card of the same suit as the suit led. The player who played the highest valued card in the suit, takes the trick and any points card contained in it. Every heart counts as one point, and the queen of spades is worth 13 points. The goal of the game is to avoid taking points (5) . So typical instructions could be: "do not lead a high card in a suit in which an opponent is void," "if a opponent has the queen of spades, try to flush it," or even "avoid taking points."
Learning by reformulation
This strategy was recently identified (6) . The learner reformulates and restructures already-available knowledge in order to learn. This process takes place mainly at the syntactic level. Other key words are problem reformulation, knowledge compilation, and reconstructive memory.
It is not a strategy per se; it is often combined with another learning strategy which learns new information on which the reformulation is performed. For instance, UNIMEM is a program that can accept a large quantity of relatively unstructured facts about a domain, use generalization techniques to determine important concepts, and then use these concepts to organize the information in a fashion that allows further generalization and intelligent question answering (6, p. 194) (22).
Learning by induction
Among all learning strategies learning by induction is the one which created the greatest number of research works, particularly in the learning from examples category (1, 5, 6, 23) .
Unlike the learning by deduction strategy where environmental information was too abstract, the teacher in inductive learning provides specific and detailed information to the learning element whose task is therefore to hypothesize more general rules.
The inductive paradigm can be stated as: given facts and background knowledge, find or "induce" a hypothesis rule H which together with the background knowledge BK implies or explains the given facts F:
For example: from the facts "Ronald, republican, is in favour of the SD1 project" and "George, republican, is in favour of the SD1 project" and from the background knowledge that "all republicans share common political ideas," we can induce that "all republicans are in favour of the SD1 project."
As we can see from the inductive paradigm, the information given by the teacher (facts or examples) are used to improve the expert system by finding or refining its rules for manipulating knowledge, while in deductive learning we mostly add new facts into the knowledge base.
Since, in the inductive learning process, we want to acquire new or better rules through examples in order for the system to act properly (when new facts arrive), the teacher must provide examples and counter-examples. The learning element may therefore find one or more rules to separate examples from counter-examples.
Depending on whether the learning element knows or does not know which facts are examples or counter-examples, we can further subdivide the inductive learning strategy into three categories.
Learning from examples
Most of research works studying the learning process have been done in the learning from exam-ples strategy ( 1, 5, 6, 14, 15, 16, 24) . The teacher provides examples and counter-examples illustrating a concept. The learning element, knowing that a fact is an example or not, induces a general concept description that describes all positive examples and none of the counter-examples. In that sense we speak also of concept acquisition, generalization, etc. We can notice that the amount of inferences performed by the learner is much greater than in learning by deduction since no general concepts are provided by a teacher.
Michalski (6, p. 15 ) has made two subdivisions within this form of learning: instance-to-class generalization and part-to-whole generalization. In the former the goal is to induce a general description of a class, given a set of examples (instances) of this class. In the latter the aim is to hypothesize a description of a whole object (scene, situation, process) given selected parts of it.
Learning from observation
The learner receives unclassified examples and must classify them by observing their similarities and differences. The learner must therefore perform more inferences than in the other learning strategies in order to find, for instance, concept description of multiple classes (1, 6). Other approaches are taxonomic classification, conceptual clustering, unsupervised learning, etc.
We will discuss this strategy in more detail in the next paragraph where we will expose the conceptual clustering algorithm from Michalski and Stepp (1, chap. 11) . It has been implemented in order for our image analysis expert system, MELANIE, to learn concept description of patient's classes from a given set of medical images.
Learning by discovery
The learner investigates a domain in an unaided, exploratory fashion and discovers new concepts and relationships among them (1, 6, 25) . Theory formation is an other name for this strategy.
AM (16) and BACON (1) are two well-known systems using partly a learning by discovery strategy; they aim at discovering concepts in, respectively, elementary mathematics and set theory, and classical scientific laws.
Before leaving the inductive learning strategy, let us say a few words about statistical learning. Most of inductive learning techniques have an objective to classify objects: so does easily the statistical approach. In addition, statistical learning is faster than the approach mentioned here. However, it neglects the problem of explicitly describing the results that are obtained. "Statistical methods provide only a class description of a pattern. They do not describe a pattern so as to allow its generation given its class, nor do they describe aspects of a pattern which make it ineligible for assignment to another class" (26, p. 337). This point is developed in section 3, where results obtained using both statistical learning and inductive approach are compared.
Learning by analogy
The learning by analogy strategy, the last of our enumeration, is a combination of deductive and inductive learning (1, 6, 27) . Other key words are concept learning by analogy analogical problem solving, reminding, etc.
Learning by analogy is inductive learning, for in order to find common structures between two problems the learning element must first generalize (make an induction from) each problem: two detailed facts cannot have common features unless they are identical. It is deductive as well, when we deduce from the rule explaining the already-solved problem a new rule explaining the new problem. Figure 1 is a simple sketch of the learning by analogy paradigm. The Base is an already-solved object; that is, dependence relations between A and B are known and stored in the knowledge base. The Target is the object the learning element tries to compare with the Base (find analogies) in order to learn new rules /3' or new facts A' or B'. Once common structures between A and A' (labeled a), and B and B' (a'), have been found, new rules /3', explaining why A' implies B', can be deduced from the rule @ (explaining why A implies B) (11). On the other hand, if there are some similarities between A and A' and if 8' is known, for instance B' = /3, new facts B' can be discovered (27).
LEARNING IN MELANIE
The domain of application
Two-dimensional electrophoresis is a fairly new and very powerful biochemical technique that allows separation of proteins contained in a biological sample (28). The process yields gelatinous bidimensional protein maps (2D gels). Since biological material contains many proteins, a 2D gel is typically characterized by a thousand or more spots of various sizes. When 2D gels as used as a diagnosis tool, medical conclusions have to be drawn based on the presence or absence. of some of these spots. A typical occurrence of this is when each gel comes from a different patient; the analysis to be performed aims at discriminating between normal and pathological samples (29,
resemblances/differences relations (similarity) p, 13': dependance relations (causality) Fig. 1. A theoretical model of the learning by analogy strategy. 30). Due to the high complexity of these images, "human" comparison of gels is almost impossible; recourse to computerized analysis is therefore mandatory (Fig. 2) .
Computerized classification of gels proceeds in two phases: learning, wh:ich is accomplished only The number of spots is about 600.
once using a set of gels representative of the disease, and routine exploitation, when diagnosis must be provided for new gels. During the first phase, gels stemming from the same body part (liver, serum, plasma, etc.) but from different patients are analyzed. Spots which characterize them the best are determined and used to construct new rule(s). The expert system has therefore learned how to discriminate pathological from healthy patient's gels and is now able to set a diagnosis when a new gel is considered (routine exploitation phase). The MELANIE system (Medical ELectrophoresis ANalysis-Interactive Expert system) implements a learning process in order to find rule discriminating healthy from sick patients (3 1,32). In which learning strategy does this learning process fall according to the taxonomy given above? Obviously, we are in the learning by induction strategy since we have specific facts (gels) that we want to classify in order to be able to infer a general rule. As we do not know beforehand which gels are from healthy or from sick patients, we chose an algorithm in the learning from observation strategy, more precisely a conceptual clustering algorithm.
Conceptual clustering
Conceptual clustering (1, 2, 3, 6, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 ) means that we classify objects using conceptsensitive measures of similarity, that is, measures depending not only on the properties of individual object, but also on any external concept(s) which might be useful to characterize object configurations. The aim here is to avoid cluster characterizations harder to interpret by humans, such as would be obtained with statistical measures. Fisher and Langley (33) have given in an excellent paper two views of conceptual clustering:
Methods of conceptual clustering are viewed as extensions or analogs to techniques of numerical taxonomy, a collection of methods developed by natural and social scientists used to form classification schemes over data sets. Already alluded to is that conceptual clustering is a form of concept formation or learning by observation as opposed to learning from examples.
They have also divided conceptual clustering into two problems: the aggregation problem (creation of a set of classes) and the characterization problem (determining conceptual description(s) for a given class). We can note that the second problem is nothing else but the learning from examples paradigm.
The conceptual clustering algorithm described by Michalski and Stepp in (1, chap. 11 ) and implemented in the MELANIE system has the following general structure:
Letgl,&, . . . , g. be. n 2D gels and let k be the number of classes to constitute. k gels are selected (calkd the starting gels) of which each one is assumed to belong to a different class. Thus k classes will be defined, each one with one representative gel. The two steps to be carried out are the following: This process is repeated until the classifications converge (i.e., until no better classification can be obtained). The best classification and the descriptions of the corresponding classes form the result. Clustering quality is evaluated according to some measures (depending or not on the domain of application) called by Michalski lexicographical evaluation finctionals (1). For instance, a geptember-Gctober/l989, Volume 13, Number 5 classification is better than another, if the classes that compose it are "mom" disjoint than the classes constituting the other classification. For a given classification, such as 'king disjoint" property can be numerically evaluated as follows: the sum over all characteristic spots of the intervals between ranges of values is computed. For instance (Table l) These two steps form the clustering module, the inner part of the whole algorithm. The surrounding part is the hierarchy-building module, which uses the former module to determine a hierarchy of clusters. First, it tries to find the best number k of classes for a given set of objects (remember that the clustering module needs as a parameter the number k of classes). Secondly, it subdivides each class into subclasses in order to construct a hierarchy.
Let us study an experiment. Eight 2D gels of plasma are to be classified into two classes: four gels belong to one class and the remaining four to the other class. Together with the classification, we are interested in knowing which are the characteristic spots, that is, spots which contribute the most to the classification. Both conceptual clustering and statistical methods (correspondence analysis and ascendant hierarchical class&ation [30, 391) have found the correct classification. Nevertheless each provides different characteristic spots. Table 1 indicates the characteristic spots given by the conceptual clustering algorithm. The number appearing in the "class 1" and "class 2" columns are spot integrated densities that were measured on the image. They range from 0 (nonexistent spot) to 15 (highest density). This table shows that a. gel with a density for spot 10 between 4 and 6 belongs to the first class; gels belonging to the second class have no spot corresponding to spot 10. For spot 477, a value in ( 13, 14, 15) indicates a gel in class 1, and a value in ( 1, 4, 5, 6) indicates class 2.
Correspondence analysis gives results which can be represented under the form of a graph in a factorial space (Fig. 3) . Gels and spots that are found close to each other correspond to the same class; this indicates which are the essential characteristics for constituting the partition. The factorial analysis approach may therefore indicate which are the characteristic spots, but it does not provide the range of densities in which they must be to specify a class.
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper is to show that automatic learning is currently becoming a very well-defined domain: extensive studies have been done, as well as unification or integration works that lead to lay down taxonomies such as the one presented here.
This research area is a very exciting and promising field and we hope this review paper can help new researchers to apprehend the automatic learning research domain.
A taxonomy of automatic learning strategies was exposed; several categories were defined according to the amount of work the learning element must perform to semantically digest new information. These categories are nevertheless not disjoint: rote learning participates in each category, learning from examples is a step of the conceptual clustering strategy, etc.
A conceptual clustering algorithm implemented in a medical image analysis system, MELANIE, has been mentioned: belonging to the learning by observation strategy it classifies 2D gels in several classes (sick or healthy patients) according to spot densities and gives conceptual class descriptions. tegorization is based on the amount of inference the learning element must perform to bridge the gap between environmental and system knowledge representation level. The information supplied by the teacher can either be too detailed, the learning element having therefore to induce more general hypotheses, or too abstract, the learning element having to deduce some specific facts.
4.
Four main categories are identified: rote learning; no inference are performed, the information is directly usable by the expert system. learning by deduction; the information is too abstract (high-level information) and hypotheses must be stated in order to fill in missing details. Learning by being told and learning by reformulation are two subcategories of learning by deduction: in the former, the teacher gives advice or instructions to the system which tries with its background knowledge and the knowledge representation characteristics to form a rule expressing the given advice; in the latter subclass, the learner reformulates and restructures already-available knowledge in order to learn. learning by induction; in this strategy, the information is too detailed and most of the work is to infer (form hypotheses) less specific information by generalizing. Three subclasses are identified within this category of learning; learning from examples, learning from observation and learning by discovery.
In the learning from examples category, the teacher provides examples and counter-examples; the learning element, knowing which events are positive or negative, induces a general concept description that explains all of the positive examples and none of the negative. The learning from observation strategy tries also to give descriptions of objects classes, but without knowing in which class an object belongs to, (the learning element must first classify the objects). In the last subcategory of learning by induction, the learning by discovery strategy, the learner investigates a domain in an unaided, exploratory fashion and discovers new concepts and relationships among them. learning by analogy; this strategy is formed both with inductive and deductive learning. The leaming element searches in its knowledge base a case similar to the one presented by the teacher; if it finds such case, it tries to act with the new case in a similar manner. A conceptual clustering algorithm is then presented as an illustration of the learning from observation strategy. Conceptual clustering methods try, September-October/ 1989, Volume 13, Number 5 after classification, to give conceptual description of classes; conceptual descriptions differ from numerical descriptions in the sense that they explicitly provide class attributes. Numerical methods tend to present results more difficult to interpret. This algorithm has been implemented in order to classify two-dimensional medical images (of electrophoresis gels) that human expert has difficulty to interpret, and to explain conceptually why it has found these classes.
